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THE DOTÂ R FAMILY IN CENTRAL ASIA:
ORGANOLOGICAL AND MUSICOLOGICAL SURVEY
Jean During
Phylogenesis

The dotâr (from the Persian ‘two strings’) is a long necked lute of the tanbur family, widespread
from Kurdistan to Xinjiang under various names like dutor, dombra and rarely tanbur. In the
lack of vestiges and representations, its origin is not clearly established, but it wasth already in
use at the Sassanid time, before İslam , under its antique name: tanbur Fâ râ bî (10 c.) distinguishes two types of tanbur. that of Baghdad and that of Khorâsâ n (region that extends from
the North-East of Iran to the west of Afghanistan and includes Tü rkmenistan). Later, the author of Qâbus nâme (1082), mentions the do rud (‘two gut strings’). Towards 1400, Abdolqâder
Marâghi (Jâme ol-alhân : 200) mentions a tanbur with two strings tuned in fourth, and with 10
frets (dasâtin). He describes also two other two strings tanbur: the Turkish one and that of
Shirvâ n, in the Caucasus. The term dotâr appears only about 1500 in a musical treatise of
Samarkand (Hüseyni 1989: 59). Later on, the term tanbur is generally applied by organologists
to long neck lutes but it is stili in use among Kurds (itanbur , tabire,) and Balutchis ( tanburag )
,
to designate a kind of dotâr , and it is probably at the origin of the term dombra or dambura
which are also a variety of dotâr.

Two types of long necked lute, according to their playing technique
In spite of its philological roots, from a pragmatic point of view, the dotâr-s are radically distinct from the other lutes by the playing technique of the right hand. The strings are struck
(and sometimes plucked) with several fingers, not with only with one finger (Persian setâr ) or
with a plectrum (Turkish tanbur) or a thimble-pick (new Afghan dotâr, Uzbek tanbur, Indian
sitar).
So the ancient tanbur-dotâr gave birth to another family of lutes which have more
than 2 or 3 metallic strings and are plucked with a plectrum or a fingernail. This is the case,
among others, of the Turkish, Uzbek, Tajik, Afghan and Uyghur tanbur, as well as the Greek
buzuki and the Persian and Tajik setâr. Both the modern Turkish saz/ bağlama and the Azerbaijani saz-choghur , belong to this family. In Turkey, only the small cura/ üçteli can be considered a member of the dotâr/ dombra family, since it is struck by the fingers, not by a plectrum.
Of course, recently, ali the right hand techniques are used by some saz/ bağlama players.

Though dotâr should have two strings, in some case a third one has been added to
double the high string (Baluchi tanburag , Kurdish tanbur , Erzincan Alevi saz ). In some cases
the third string is added between the high and the low one (Kyrgyz komuz, perhaps the Turkish
üçtelî) . Since these lutes are struck by the fingers they fit in the ‘dotâr’ category, because we
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assume that a musical tradition is more dependant of the technique and the gesture that generate it ., than on the form of its instrument. If the mind is able to conceive forms ad infınitum,

the hand also takes part fully in this noble activity.

Dot âr specificity : the tendency to bi-phony and rhythmic variation

Each " dotâr' tradition, uses different ways to strike the strings and develops various finger technique to such an extent that the dotâr family does not needs drum as the right hand can do
any rhythmic variations. In addition , the systematic striking of two strings quasi simultaneously makes it possible to diversify the weight and the color of each note, so that the tunes
are enriched at both rhythmic and melodic levels. Indeed , if the drone G remains stable, the
notes of the first string generate a bi-phony on each fret: G-C, G-D , G-E , G-F, G-G , ete., with
various kind of consonance (oetave, fifth, sixth, diminished fifth, ete). Moreover, in the Turkic
playing style, the left thumb is applied on the low string to vary the drone’s piteh, so that
each note is lightened in various possible ways. Thus on the fret F, one can produce five dif ferent basses: g-F, a-F, b (flat)-F, c-F, d-F. This aesthetic feature is typical of the Turkmens,
Qaraqalpaqs, and also of the Kazakhs and (in another way) the Kyrgyzs. It can be found also
in the dotâr of Eastern Khor â sâ n and that of Kurdistan , but rarely elsewhere.
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Fig 1 . Tajik dombra. This antique lute is currently played by the Uzbeks bards bakhshi,
and the Tajik lyric singers hofiz
I assume that the popular antique variety had been named by the more common term of dotâr

or dombra, probably derived from the word tanbur. This type of instrument is seldom represented in the pre-Islamic vestiges, and rarely in Persian miniatures, so that one can suppose
that the dotâr (or tanbur with two strings) has lost its place very soon among the classical in-

struments of Iran and Central Asia , supplanted
masters think that the dotâr belonged rather to

by the setâr or the tanbur properly. Uzbek
the popular or semi-classical urban culture,
but that it was introduced during the 20 th century into the art music thanks to the development
of its playing technique capable to reproduce the style of the tanbur, without losing its specific
features. The small fretless dutorebe or dombra, of smaller size and simple construction, remained the nomads’ and peasants-cattlemen’s lute. It is a rural instrument which uses limited
tools and building technique .
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A historical line of demarcation between tanbur and dotâr is probably traced by the material
of the strings: original dotâr has gut or silk strings, while ali the tanbur-setâr (with three strings
or more) have metallic strings (steel, bronze or both) , like the Turkish saz and tanbur.
An attentive examination of the playing of the lutes belonging to the area of expansion of the dotâr reveals clearly that these instruments adapted the fingering technique to that
of the plectrum; it is obvious, among others, in Azerbaijani saz, in Uyghur rawap, in Iranian
târ and setâr and in Central Asian tanbur. Contrarily, this ornamentation style is almost not
found in Arabic * ud , and not at ali in the Maghrebian style.

Typology
This survey is not exhaustive : it does not elaborate on the dotâr of Mâzandarâ n and Gilâ n,
the çifte-teli or iki-teli (‘double strings ) of the Bulgarian Qizilbash-s, the dombra or dambora
of the Afghan Hazaras and Uzbeks, the modern Herati dotâr which has been fitted with sympathetic strings borrowed from the Indian sitar (Baily 1988: 31).
5

From Turkey to Turkestan , there are several types of dotâr bearing sometimes dif ferent names {tanbur> dombra, dutor-i mayda, dombrak ). The principle is always a wooden pearshaped soundbox, covered with a wooden soundboard and a neck longer than the soundbox.
To organize the diversity of the Inner Asian long necked two stringed lutes, one should distinguish broadly speaking the family of the ‘dotâr and that of the ‘dombra \ Their essential
distinctive features are as follows:
5

a) The dotâr has frets while the dombra has not (except the Kazakh dombra ) ; it uses
gut or nylon strings (except the Baluchi tanburag ) . The dombra is always carved out
of a piece of wood (except the Kazakh dombra, which better fits in the dot â r family).

b) The soundboard of the dombra is made out of white wood (poplar, spruce), except
the Afghani-Hazara and Afghani-Uzbek big dombra (called ‘turkestani’). Ali the dotâr
have a mulberry soundtable. In addition , the two tuning pegs of a dombra are generally placed on the front of the neck (the instrument seen from face) whereas on the
dotâr, one of them is placed on the left side. It is also true for the big Pakistan /Iran
Baluchi tanburag.

Fig 2. From the left : Uzbek-Tajik dutö r (c.1920), Türkmen dotâr (c. 1970 )
Kurdish tanbur ( 1975), Tajik-Uzbek dombra/ dutorche (c. 1950)
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The Tajik and Uzbek dutörche or dombra, ancestor of ali the long necked lutes
The most typical instrument of the rural music of Tajikistan and the south of Uzbekistan is
the dombra, also called in Tajik, dombrak , dutö rche, or dut ör-i mayda (litt. ‘small dotâr ’) or
even dutör. Its simple construction technique suggests its antiquity. It is carved traditionally
with its neck from a single block of apricot wood, sometimes in mulberry, walnut or other
wood, and its neck can be fixed to the soundbox. In the past (and sometimes stili nowadays)
the soundboard was not glued but fixed on the soundbox with a lacing passing in the holes of
the soundboard, which gives, it is said, a better timbre. Dombra has nylon strings (replacing
the gut) tuned in fourth, and generally does not exceed 75 cm (Sakata: 72) ; there is however a
slightly bigger model (84 cm, and 60 cm length of vibrating string). This instrument is preferred
by the bards (ıhâfez, bakhshi, gurguli khân) and the Uzbek epic bards {bakhshi ) of nomadic or
rural culture (Qongrat, Barlas).
By its technique of the right hand, the dombra-dutorche is closed to the family of the
Persian , Kurdish and Turkish and Tü rkmen dotâr from Khorâsâ n. In the absence of frets, it
can easily use microtone nuances and glissandos. These aesthetic features, considered to be essential, did not prevent certain musicians to adding frets to their instruments and to increase
their size, approaching to Kazakh dombra or ‘classical’ Şart dutör. Thus, instrument dimension,
power and low register can be increased without significant change in the right and left hand.
What is lost by fretting is the instability of intonation , characteristic of the small dombra playing. On the other hand, önce the instrument is fretted, it becomes a kind of ‘ dotâr' and can be
played in ensembles, without risk of dissonance.

Fig 3. Herâti dııtâr (c.1960) and Qa ı aqalpaq duwtar (2000)
*

The dotâr ofgreat Khorâsân
The dotâr of Khorâsâ n (in the broad sense) has between 100 and 110 cm length, with a string
length between 60 and 80 cm. Its strings, originally of silk or gut, were replaced almost everywhere, during the 20th century, by Steel strings. (Only the son of Ohâ-qoli Yegâ ne, a Tü rkmen
bard of Daregaz, stili uses silk strings, but the old masters remember the time when they manufactured it themselves.) The soundbox of these dotâr-s is always carved from a trunk of mul96
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berry wood and their neck is preferably in apricot wood, sometimes of pomegranate. It is the
instrument par excellence of the bards (bakhshi) who play it also in solo. Its sound is very clear
and brilliant and its technique is based on an ornamentation containing very fast repetition of
the notes (tremolo).
To this category belongs the Kurdish tanbur, sacred instrument of the mystical order
of Ahl-e haqq, of which the first string, since about fifty years, is generally doubled, an innovation due to Ost âd El â hi (d. 1974) which gives a softer and warmer timbre. Of course many
details diverge between the dotâr of the Kurds (Kurdisan and Khorâsâ n), Mâzâ nderâ ni, Fars,
Turks from Khorâsân, and Tü rkmen and Qaraqalpaq.
The Turkish-Kurdish dotâr of Khorâsâ n is rather close t o the Tü rkmen one by its
form and its proportions, but its dimensions are higher and the intervals between the frets are
more spaced, which limİts the ornamental virtuosity of the left hand. Its sonority is also more
powerful. On the upper string, both give a chromatic scale of one octave plus one or two notes
(like the Kurdish tanbur) .
The dotâr of Eastern Khorâsâ n (Iran and Afghanistan) is similar to that of the Turks
by its sonority and its dimensions, but differs by the profile of the soundbox which is not
round, but in form of a boat. Its average dimension is 105 cm, with 80 cm length of strings.
From one area to another, there are instruments of variable dimension and timbre, of which
some, smaller, are intended to the women. The sonority is powerful and rich in harmonics.
Its basic scale, preserved on the Iranian side, is not chromatic but comprises intervals of 3/ 4
tone (noted p) C, D E F G Ap, Bb C D Eb F; to play other repertories, a few intermediate
frets are sometimes added (Bp Db and Eb). Being nowadays a rural instrument in the Herat
province, it stili has a noble status in Iranian Khorâs â n , in particular in Torbat-e J â m, one of
the great musical centers of this area. It is even played in the Sufi gathering. The dotâr-s of
Kh âf (on the Iranian side) were very famous for the beauty of their decoration (inlaid of bone,
horn , silver, ete.)

Fig 4. Uzbek /Tajik classical dııtor (c. 1975) played by G. Muminova
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The Şart dotâr
f

3

The dotâr of Central Asia (Tajiks, Uzbeks, and Uyghurs) is the longest one (125 cm, length of
string 100 to 105 cm). Its soundbox is always made of glued ribs, and its two silk strings are
tuned in fifth, fourth (G-C, G-D), exceptionally in unison or sixth (maqâm Navâ). Its sonority
is low and warm; it is suitable both for accompaniment of songs and for solo. Traditionally,
the soundboard and the soundbox are always made out of mulberry wood. The Uyghur dutar
is approximately 10 cm longer than that of the Tajik-Uzbeks, its soundbox is more voluminous, its neck broader, and its timbre richer in low register. The ancient Khorezm dotâr had
almost the same size as the Qaraqalpaq one (thus belonging to the Khorâsân and Tü rkmen
family).
The increase in the size of the instruments is a frequent principle of evolution in the
history. (Mankind also is taller nowadays.) The dotâr-s of the Western Khorâsân followed the
same evolution: in Iran it is now much larger, and in Herat it enlarged and transformed into
a kind of Pamirian setâr. In the same way, the Turkish saz is made in various large proportions,
while the Tajik dutörche enlarged and gained frets so it can be considered as a kind of old
Uzbek dotâr.

Other long necked lutes not called dotâr
The Kurdish tanbur has three versions: - the antique one, with 2 gut strings, close to the Western Khorâsân dot â r, with variable size; - the modern Gurâ n format (or Gahvâre) with 3 Steel
strings (the first one being now doubled); - the modern format of Sahne and Kermâ nshâh,
with 3 Steel strings (one simple, one double). With two strings, the tanbur is not different from
a dotâr, but with a double first string its sound is softer.
The Kazakh dombra belongs to the family of the Şart dotâr with a large but not deep,
made of glued ribs (seldom monoxyle), a very fine neck and a soundboard in spruce. The sound
is soft and deep and the nylon strings are not very tighten. It distinguishes itself also by its
technique that both use the struck and plucked attacks (shertpe) in varied proportion according
to the local styles. The second string is not reduced to a drone, but follows the melody in parallel fourths, fifths or other, or takes part in it as melodic string. Used in a simple way in the
accompaniment of the song, it becomes an instrument of high virtuosity when it is played in
solo.
The Kyrgyz komuz is distinguished from ali the above mentioned lutes by its flat
pear-shaped soundbox, carved from a single block of apricot wood. With its silk strings, its
timbre is bright, precise and not very resonant. Although it does not have two strings, but
three , tuned in more than ten different ways, we included it to this survey because it synthesizes ali the technical aspects of the dotâr-s, in addition to its proper elements. Like the dombra,
it accompanies the song or is played in solo in pieces that, from the technical point of view,
represents another summit of sophistication of this family of instruments.

^
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The Anatolian üçteli or cura can be regarded as a dombra-dutorche with three strings
(the term jura indicates an instrument smaller than the average). Its size is small (length of
string, c. 50 cm) , with a monoxyle soundbox (of mulberry or chestnut) and a soundboard in
spruce. It is distinct from the dutorche by its frets and its three metal strings struck by the fingers and tuned in several ways. It tended to disappear but became recently fashionable.
AN ATTEMPT OF CLASSIFICATION

-

1. The fretless dombra, dutorche, or dutâr i mayda of mountains
Arca ( fecparsiorv
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan (ethnics of nomadic origin), Afghanistan (Uzbeks and Hazara);
Cbaracteristics:
- nylon strings replacing gut or silk;

- smaller dimensions;
- poplar soundboard (white wood);
- monoxyle soundbox, and neck generally in apricot wood. Can be entirely carved from a single
piece of wood;
- right and left hand techniques are similar in ali the cultures concemed.
2. The Great Khorâsâ n dotâr
Area cfezpansioru
Northern Khorâsân (Turks and Kurds), Türkmen, old Kurdish, Qaraqalpaq. West of Afghanistan
âsân (modem)
âsân (Torbat), East of Khor
and East of old Khor

Cbaracteristics :

- Steel strings replaced gut or silk;

- medium dimensions;
- monoxyle soundbox in mulberry wood, soundboard in mulberry wood;
- neck generally in apricot wood;
âsân.
- technique of right and left hand similar, but simpler in Afghan Khor
6
3. The Şart dotâr
Areacfocpartsim
Khorezm, Buklıara-Samarkand and Ferghana-Tashkent, North of Tajikistan, ali Uyghur Xinjiang.
Cbaracteristics :
- silk strings, possibly replaced bytwisted gut (Uyghurs) or synthetic wire (Transoxania)
larger dimensions;
- soundboard and soundbox in mulberry wood;
- soundbox made of glued ribs (except some ancient specimens) and neck generally in apricot
wood (mulberry wood by the Uyghurs);
- right hand technique very similar, but simpler in the case of Uyghurs.

-

4. Others
- Kurdish tanbur that, with its double first string, uses the same construction technique and the
same materials: soundboard and soundbox in mulberry, neck in walnut.
- The Kazakh dombra is generally made of glued ribs, its soundboard is in coniferous wood, its
strings in nylon replacing the gut. It is detached from the group of the dotâr by the fact that its
strings are frequentlyplucked (shertpe style).
- The Kyrgyz kormz shaped like a small guitar entirely carved from a block of apricot wood, or in
two pieces (neck and body, with a spmce soundboard. It is a part from the dotâr group because of
its three strings and the use of sbertpe technique in addition to its proper technique.
- The Anatolian üçteli, or cura, is in the same size as Tajik- Uzbek dombra, with a monoxyle
soundbox (mulberry wood, oak, juniper or other), a soundboard in spruce, and three Steel strings.

Fig 5. An attempt of Classification
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Dotâr as musical System : An insight on the playing techniques

Despite ali differences of proportion, sonority and construction, ali dot âr (as much of tanbur

or domhra) have in common to strike the two strings at the same time in a movement implying
the first finger often associated with several other fingers, without plectrum nor pick, and so
as to play the accentuated notes by a from-top-to-bottom movement. This technique , which

is close to the rasgueado in Spanish guitar, knows several degrees of refinement and complexity,
using various kinetic-rhythmic patterns, and using more or less varied fingering. A height of
this art is represented by the Tajik-Uzbek classical tradition, also by that, very different , of
Kurdish tanbur. Remarkable also is the technique of Kyrgyz komuz and Kazakh dombra, which
uses the plucking as well. Thus, the five fingers of the right hand are usually put at contribution, but according to dİstinct formulas. For example, a formula as simple as the continuous
or fast tremolo can be done by various movements.
The thumb, the index finger, middle finger, ring finger ete are marked th i m r l, and fromtop-to-bottom direetion D, and upwards V.
The elementary formula i i / i i exists in ali the styles, in particular in simplest ones,
with a two parts division
A

v
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v
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l

It is often enriched in a temary formula (Khorâsân dolar)
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The dotâr of Transoxania uses this formula with three fingers, but giving a 4 parts division
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The Uyghurs obtain the same effect more simply with 2 fingers
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in Kurdish tanbur (Ostâd Elâhi’s style), the gesture divides the note to 5 or 6 units.
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In the Gurân style, the thumb not being used, the division is into 4 or 5:
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We will limit ourselves here to these four examples. The rhythmic-gestural formulas
or ‘patterns’ of this kind vary more or less within each style, and most of them differ from
one style to another. The Turkmens cali these fingerines chörtmâ or qoru, lit. ‘knot’, or qeychi,
‘scissors’; they are indeed like the knots of carpets, in tne sense that each style is characterized
by a ‘hand rnovement’ which is proper to it.
As far as the left hand is concerned, the Kurdish and Tü rkmen dotâr developed the
refined ‘punctual’ ornamentation or ‘concentrated virtuosity’, while Uyghur music,
whose melodic profile is very wide and jerky, requires ‘linear’ or ‘stretched out’ virtuosity.
One can have an idea of the variety of the playing techniques of these instruments by making
research on the YouTube site.
most

Styles

The study of the various forms of dotâ r/dombra led us to playing technique, and from there
to melodic styles. Even when it is shared by different ethnics using the same technique, a thorough analysis can distinguish a difference in melodic styles, which can be characterized as Iranian’ versus ‘Turkic’, two qualifiers that must be taken in their broadest sense.
£

The limits are thus often blurred, for us as much as for the musicians who are very
often bilingual and bicultural (Western Khorâsân, Uzbekistan-Tajikistan), or influenced by a
more or less iranized urban culture (Xinjiang, Khorezm). In this mosaic, Kazakhs and Kyrgyz
can be regarded as fundamentally Turkics. Yet even Qyzjd Orda area tunes (South Khazakhstan) are not too far in term of modality from the Khorasâ ni ones.
Indo- Arian style
Use of neutral second
Ironian and Afghan Khorâsân,
Anatolia, Tajiks of China, old
Bukhara , Herat
Taste for clear timbre:
metallic strings adopted in
the 2Û lh centuıy.
Kurdistan, Turkmens,
Qaraqalpaq, Turks of
Anatolia , India
Stable drone, monodic
dominance
Iranian and Afghan Khorâsân,
Tajiks, Bukhariens, Iran, India
Introverted gestures,
static attitude
Iran, India, Ironian and
Afghan Khorâsâ n

Slightly contrasted melodic
profile, possibility of
chromatisnı, space of fifth

Mixed

Turkmens,
Qaraqalpaqs

Turkic style
Qııasi tenıpered chromatic
scales
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks
and Khorezmis, Uyghurs
Preference for soft timbre:
strings in gut or silk
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks
and Klıorezmi, Uyghurs,

Ottomans

Unstable drone, tendency to bior triphony
Kazakhs , Kyrgyz, Uzbeks and
Khorezmi, Turks of Anatolia,
Azerbaijani ashes, West Khorâsâ n
Extraverted gestures ,
participation of the body
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Azerbaijani

ashiq -s

Tajiks, Kurds , Iranians and
Afghan Khorâsâ n,

Contrasted melodic profile,
possibility of pentatonism;
space of octave
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Turks of
Anatolia, Uyghurs

omaments

omaments

Bukhariens, Iran, India
Development of melodic

Iran, India, Tajikistan, Bukhara,

Kurdistan
Rigorously fixed- meter
melodies , with dram
Iran, India, Tajikistan, maqâm
Tajİk, Uzbek, Uyghur, Kuıdistan
Often free- metered melodies
Turkmens, Qaraqalpaqs
Taksim style
Turks of Anatolia, Iranian Kurds

Development of rhythmic
Uzbekistan, Kirghizstan,
Kazakhstan
Notaftvays rigorously
measured melodies ,
Kirglıizstan, Kazakhstan
VPî thout dıurn:
Turks of Anatolia, ali Khorâsân,

Turkmens, Qaraqalpaks

Fig 6. Dotâr performance and esthetic styles
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